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SOFT BODY TISSUE REMODELING
METHODS AND APPARATUS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S.

provisional patent application No. 60/797 ,615, filed

May 3 , 2006, which is hereby incorporated by reference

herein in its entirety.

Background of the Invention

[0002] There is considerable interest in being able

to reshape certain aspects of the mitral valve of

certain patients in order to improve the functioning of

that valve (e.g., to improve closure of the valve

leaflets and thereby reduce or eliminate mitral

regurgitation). Prior Hindrichs et al. U.S. patent

application publications 2004-0186566 and 2007-0049942

show various techniques for doing this on the basis of

relatively low invasiveness of the patient's body

(e.g., percutaneously via catheter or catheter-like

instrumentation) . An illustrative approach shown in

those prior patent applications is to drive a first

screw- type anchor or a first pair of such anchors

through the wall of the patient 's coronary sinus and

into adjacent heart muscle tissue that is in turn at or

near a first point along the annulus of the mitral



valve . A second screw- type anchor or a second pair of

such anchors may be driven into the wall of the right

atrium outside the ostium of the coronary sinus and at

or adjacent to another point along the annulus of the

mitral valve . A tether structure extends between the

two anchor structures . The length of this tether

structure can be shortened. This shortens the distance

between the two anchor structures, which in turn

shortens the length of the mitral valve annulus in this

vicinity. Shortening the mitral valve annulus in this

way can be beneficial to mitral valve performance

(e.g., by improving the ability of the mitral valve

leaflets to close and prevent undesirable blood

regurgitation through the mitral valve) .

[0003] Improvements to make apparatus of the type

described above simpler and easier to use and capable

of giving better results are always being sought.

Summary of the Invention

[0004] An implant assembly in accordance with the

invention may include two screw-type tissue anchor

structures that are linked by a tether member. To help

keep the longitudinal axes of the anchors transverse to

the longitudinal axis of the tether, even when the

tether is under tension between the anchors, bracing

structures are used between the tether and the anchors .

For example, such a bracing structure may work as

follows : The bracing structure may be substantially

rigid and may be substantially aligned with the

longitudinal axis of the tether extending to the other

(remotely located) anchor in the system. The bracing

structure also preferably extends along the tether for

a predetermined distance that extends from the



associated anchor toward the other anchor. When

tension in the tether tries to tip an anchor toward the

other anchor, the tether tension force induces a force

couple or moment that the associated bracing structure

applies to the anchor to counteract the tipping motion.

All of this structure can be delivered into patient

piecemeal and via catheter or catheter- like

instrumentation so that the implantation process can be

performed at a remote location in the patient with

relatively low invasiveness of the patient's body.

[0005] A possible further aspect of the invention is

the provision of a cushioning sleeve around the tether

between the tissue anchors. This sleeve can be joined

to one of the bracing structures for delivery with that

bracing- structure in order to reduce the number of

separate steps required in the implantation process .

[0006] A cinch structure may be deployed onto the

tether structure to maintain desired spacing between

the tissue anchors. Another possible aspect of the

invention is to combine the cinch structure and a

bracing structure, again to reduce the number of

separate steps required in the implantation process .

[0007] Further features of the invention, its nature

and various advantages, will be more apparent from the

accompanying drawings and the following detailed

description.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0008] FIG. 1 is a simplified perspective or

isometric view of an illustrative embodiment of certain

components in accordance with the invention.

[0009] FIG. 2 is similar to FIG. 1 , but with another

component added.



[0010] FIG. 3 is a simplified perspective or

isometric view of an illustrative embodiment of some

instrumentation and apparatus that may be constructed

and employed in accordance with the invention.

[0011] FIG. 4 is an enlarged but still simplified

perspective or isometric view of a portion of what is

shown in FIG . 3 .

[0012] FIG. 5 is a simplified elevational view of an

illustrative embodiment of some apparatus that may be

constructed in accordance with the invention.

[0013] FIG. 6 is a simplified elevational view of an

illustrative embodiment of some additional

instrumentation and apparatus in accordance with the

invention.

[0014] FIG. 7 is an enlarged but still simplified

elevational view of a portion of what is shown in

FIG. 6 .

[0015] FIG. 8 is a simplified sectional view of what

is shown in FIG. 7 .

[0016] FIG. 9 is a simplified elevational view of an

illustrative embodiment of some additional

instrumentation and apparatus in accordance with the

invention.

[0017] FIG. 10 is a simplified elevational view of

an illustrative embodiment of some further

instrumentation and apparatus in accordance with the

invention.

[0018] FIG. 11 is an enlarged but still simplified

perspective or isometric view of a portion of what is

shown in FIG. 10.

[0019] FIG. 12 is a simplified perspective or

isometric view of an illustrative embodiment of some



further instrumentation and apparatus in accordance

with the invention.

[0020] FIG. 13 is similar to FIG. 12, but shows the

instrumentation in a different operating condition.

[0021] FIG. 14 is a simplified perspective or

isometric view of one component of the apparatus shown

in FIG. 13 in a different operating condition.

[0022] FIG. 15 is a simplified elevational view of

an illustrative embodiment of more of the

instrumentation that is shown only in part in FIGS. 12

and 13.

[0023] FIG. 16 is a simplified elevational view of

an illustrative embodiment of still more

instrumentation in accordance with the invention.

[0024] FIG. 17 is an enlarged but still simplified

perspective or isometric view of a portion of what is

shown in FIG. 16.

[0025] FIG. 18 is a simplified schematic diagram

that is useful in explaining certain possible

advantages of structures in accordance with the

invention.

[0026] FIG. 19 is similar to FIG. 18, but shows

another operating condition of what is shown in

FIG. 18.

[0027] FIG. 20 is a schematic sectional view of a

portion of a patient's heart that is useful in

explaining certain possible aspects of the invention.

Detailed Description

[0028] Above-mentioned U.S. patent applications

2004-0186566 and 2007-0049942 provide good background

and context for the present invention. It will,

therefore be assumed that this background and context



information is known to the reader of this disclosure,

and that this information does not have to be repeated

in full in the present disclosure. Rather, the present

disclosure will begin with that prior information as an

assumedly known starting point. The following detailed

discussion will begin with primary emphasis on an

illustrative embodiment of an implant in accordance

with the invention. Later, additional attention will

be given to illustrative instrumentation in accordance

with the invention for delivering and implanting this

type of implant structure into a patient, especially in

a low- invasiveness way.

[0029] FIG. 1 shows, toward the left, an

illustrative embodiment of a distal tissue anchor

structure 100 in accordance with the present invention.

As in the prior applications, distal tissue anchor

structure is designed for percutaneous delivery into a

patient's coronary sinus, where the screw-like, tissue-

penetrating part 110 of that anchor structure will be

driven through the wall of the coronary sinus and into

adjacent heart muscle tissue that is in turn adjacent a

point along the annulus of the patient's mitral valve.

(An especially preferred location for distal anchor 100

is proximal to the point at which the coronary sinus

crosses the circumflex artery and near the P2/P3

segment (s) of the posterior leaflet of the mitral

valve. See FIG. 20 and the discussion thereof later in

this specification.) When this is being done, collar

structure 120 is around the head 112 of tissue-

penetrating portion 110, but the collar is rotatable

about the longitudinal axis 111 of portion 110 .

Although not shown in FIG. 1 (see, instead, FIG. 2 ) ,

the distal end 302 of a flexible tether member 300 is



attached to collar 120 at or near the point where

collar 120 has an apertured portion 122 that extends up

above the head 112 of portion 110. Also when

portion 110 is being driven into tissue, none of the

other elements that are shown in FIG. 1 (except

collar 120) are present in the patient. As in the

other above-mentioned patent applications, anchor 110

is driven from inside the patient's coronary sinus,

substantially perpendicular to the inner wall surface

of the coronary sinus, through the wall of the coronary-

sinus, and into adjacent heart muscle tissue as

mentioned a few sentences earlier. The drive for

anchor 110 can be similar to anchor drives shown in the

other above-mentioned applications. Again, the

instrumentation for delivering collar 120 and

anchor 110, and driving the anchor, is preferably

catheter or catheter- like apparatus.

[0030] When anchor 110 has been driven (as described

above) far enough that collar 120 bears on the inner

surface of the coronary sinus wall, driving of the

anchor is stopped and the anchor is released from its

drive. The apparatus that was used to drive anchor 110

can be withdrawn from the patient, and apparatus for

the next phase of the procedure can be inserted into

the patient in its place. It will be remembered that,

as shown in FIG. 2 , a tether member 300 extends (in the

proximal direction) from collar 120 near apertured

extension 122. A proximal continuation of this tether

structure extends all the way out of the patient. Thus

the next -phase of the apparatus can be introduced into

the patient along this tether and its proximal

extension. A small amount of proximal tension on the

tether and its proximal extension can be used to keep



collar 120 rotationally oriented on anchor 110 so that

apertured extension 122 is toward the proximal side of

the anchor.

[0031] The instrumentation for the next phase of the

procedure is again preferably catheter or catheter- like

instrumentation. This instrumentation has at its

distal end an element 130 that may be referred to as a

bracing or bushing structure. Bushing 130 (which is

substantially rigid) is large enough to fit loosely

around the above-mentioned tether member 300 and its

proximal extension. Accordingly, this is the manner in

which bushing 130 is fed into the patient (i.e., with

the bushing around the tether structure) . A distal

portion 132 of bushing 130 has a smaller outer

circumference than a proximal portion 134 of the

bushing. The distal portion 132 of bushing 130 also

has a longitudinal slot 136 that is wide enough to

permit tether member 300 to extend laterally out of the

bushing to the tether's attachment point 302 on

collar 120. The distal portion 132 of bushing 130 is

also small enough to pass easily through an

aperture 124 in the apertured portion 122 of

collar 120. However, the larger proximal portion 134

of bushing 130 is too large to pass through

aperture 124. Accordingly, when pushed distally into

the patient as described above, bushing 130 comes to

rest against apertured portion 122 as shown in FIG. 1 .

Note that in this condition of the apparatus, the

distal portion 132 of bushing 130 preferably extends

across anchor head 112 and in close proximity thereto.

A proximal portion of bushing 130 extends in the

proximal direction along tether 300 for some distance

from apertured portion 122. As will be shown in more



detail later in this specification, these features help

to keep the longitudinal axis 111 of implanted

anchor 110 substantially perpendicular (or at least

generally transverse) to the longitudinal axis of

tether 300, even when the tether is pulling on

structure 100 parallel to the surface of the tissue

into which structure 100 has been implanted. Keeping

anchor axis 111 substantially perpendicular (or at

least transverse) to the tether axis counteracts what

would otherwise be the tendency of anchor 110 to tip

toward alignment with the tether axis when pulled on by

the tether. Anchor 110 holds tissue more securely

(i.e., the anchor is less likely to pull out of the

tissue) when thus kept perpendicular or at least

transverse to the tether axis.

[0032] Preferably attached to the proximal portion

of bushing 130 is the distal end of an elongated sleeve

structure 140 (shown as though transparent in PIG. 1 ) .

Sleeve 140 is preferably large enough to pass loosely

around the above-mentioned tether member 300.

Sleeve 140 is preferably flexible and relatively soft.

Its primary purpose is to provide cushioning between

tether member 300 and tissue structures that the tether

member could otherwise come into contact with between

distal anchor structure 100 and proximal anchor

structure 200. Sleeve 140 acts as stress (or strain)

relief by effectively increasing the diameter of the

tether and thereby distributing the force applied to

the tissue over a larger area. Sleeve 140 is

preferably long enough to extend all the way along the

tether member between implanted anchor structures 100

and 200; and because the distance between implanted

structures 100 and 200 can be changed as part of the



procedure, sleeve 140 is preferably elastic in the

axial direction. This means that if the distance

between implanted structures 100 and 200 decreases,

sleeve 140 elastically shortens by a corresponding

amount. Conversely, if the distance between implanted

structures 100 and 200 increases again, sleeve 140

elastically lengthens by a corresponding amount so that

the entire length of the tether between implanted

structures 100 and 200 remains covered by sleeve 140.

Illustrative materials for, and constructions of,

sleeve 140 are described later in this specification.

Sleeve 140 may include one or more radiologically

visible markers 142. For example, it may be desirable

to have such a marker near each end of the sleeve to

help make sure that the sleeve does in fact extend all

the way along the tether between anchor structures 100

and 200 during the implant procedure.

[0033] It is preferred to attach the distal end of

sleeve 140 to bushing 130 because in this way

delivering bushing 130 into the patient also pulls

sleeve 140 into the patient. This saves separate

delivery of sleeve 140. However, such attachment of

components 130 and 140 is not essential, and they can

instead be separate, with separate delivery of the

sleeve being performed after delivery of bushing 130.

[0034] After structures 130 and 140 have been

delivered into the patient as described above, the

instrumentation used in the delivery of those

components is withdrawn from the patient. The next

step is to implant the screw- like, tissue-penetrating

part 210 and collar structure 220 of proximal tissue

anchor structure 200. As described in the other above-

mentioned patent applications, a preferred location for



implanting structure 200 is in the right atrium outside

the ostium of the coronary sinus and toward the

tricuspid valve. Additional considerations that may be

applied to the proximal anchor location will be found

in the other above-mentioned patent applications and

need not be expressly repeated here. See also FIG. 20

and the later discussion of that FIG. herein.

[003 5 ] The construction of elements 210 and 220 may

be similar to the construction of elements 110 and 120,

except that collar structure 220 does not need an

attachment point for tether member 300. Components 210

and 220 are delivered into the patient with tether

member 300 passing through the aperture 224 in the

apertured portion 222 of collar 220. When

components 210 and 220 have reached the desired

location in the patient, anchor 210 is driven into

tissue of the patient substantially perpendicular to

the surface of that tissue. As mentioned above, this

may involve driving anchor 210 into the wall of the

patient's right atrium outside the ostium of the

coronary sinus. The proximal end of sleeve 140 should

be at or close to the apertured portion 222 of

collar 220 that stands up above the head 212 of

anchor 210.

[003 6 ] After anchor 210 has been driven (with collar

structure 220 rotatably mounted around its head) , the

instrumentation used for delivering and driving that

anchor is withdrawn from the patient. The next step is

delivery of components 230 and 240 into the patient.

[0037] Component 230 is another bracing or bushing

structure. Component 240 is a cinch structure. Both

of these structures go into the patient around tether

member 300 and its proximal extension. Bushing 230



fits loosely around the tether. Cinch 240 initially

fits loosely around the tether (on delivery

instrumentation) , but can be deployed to grip the

tether. Components 230 and 240 are preferably

connected together so that one delivery step can be

used to deliver both of them. This is not essential,

however, and these elements could instead be separate

and therefore delivered separately, one after another

by separate delivery means. Connecting them together

(as in the FIG. 1 embodiment) has the advantage of

reducing the required number of delivery steps and

eliminating some separate delivery instrumentation.

Further details of bushing 230 will be discussed next,

and then further details of cinch 240 will be

discussed.

[0038] Bushing 230 has a distal-most section 232

that is small enough in circumference to pass easily

through the aperture 224 in the apertured portion 222

of collar 220 that stands up above the head 212 of

anchor 210. After passing through aperture 224, the

distal portion 232 preferably extends for some distance

along tether 300 distal of apertured portion 222. The

distal end of bushing 230 should either be received in

or should abut or nearly abut the proximal end of

sleeve 140. Just proximal of section 232, bushing 230

has another section 234 that has a larger

circumference. In particular, section 234 is too large

to pass through aperture 224. Proximal of section 234,

bushing 230 may include features that facilitate

interconnecting bushing 230 and cinch 240. For

example, proximal of section 234, bushing 230 may have

a section 236 of reduced circumference, and then an

even more proximal section 238 of enlarged



circumference. The distal portion of cinch 240 can fit

over bushing sections 236 and 238, and then cinch

fingers 242 can be deflected radially inwardly between

enlarged bushing sections 234 and 238 to substantially

prevent components 230 and 240 from thereafter moving

axially relative to one another. Note that proximal

portions (e.g. , 234) of bushing 230 pass over the

head 212 of anchor 210 in close proximity thereto.

This fact, combined with portion 232 of bushing 230

passing through and distally beyond aperture 224, helps

keep the longitudinal axis 211 of implanted anchor 210

substantially perpendicular (or at least generally

transverse) to the longitudinal axis of tether 300

between structures 100 and 200, even when that length

of the tether is under tension. In other words, these

structural features (i.e., bushing 230 passing through

and distally beyond aperture 222, as well as over the

head 212 of anchor 210) help prevent implanted

anchor 210 from tipping into alignment with the tether

running from structure 200 toward structure 100.

Anchor 210 is less likely to pull out of the tissue

into which it has been driven if it can thus be kept

transverse to (ideally substantially perpendicular to)

the tether axis along which the tether is applying

force to it.

[0039] Turning now to cinch structure 240, distal

features 242 of that structure have already been

described in connection with bushing structure 230.

The proximal features can be similar to what has been

described for a cinch structure in the latter of the

two prior applications. In particular, when released

from the condition shown in FIG. 1 , the free ends of

proximally directed prongs 244 incline inwardly to



engage tether member 300 and prevent the cinch from

moving proximally relative to the tether member. This

holds anchor structures 100 and 200 at the desired

spacing from one another along the tether member

extending between structures 100 and 200. In addition,

the cinch features like 246 that are proximal of

prongs 244 also collapse inwardly onto the tether

member. This helps counteract any tendency of the

tether to unravel when it is subsequently cut proximal

to cinch 240.

[0040] FIG. 2 is generally similar to FIG. 1 , except

that it additionally shows tether member 300. In

particular, FIG. 2 shows that the distal end 302 of the

tether is looped through an aperture in collar

structure 120 to secure the tether to that collar

structure. From there, tether 300 runs proximally

through the proximal portion 134 of bushing

structure 130, through sleeve structure 140, through

bushing structure 230, and through cinch structure 240.

[0041] FIG. 3 shows illustrative instrumentation 400

for delivering distal collar structure 120 into the

coronary sinus of a patient. FIG. 4 shows

illustrative, releasable attachment of collar

structure 120 on the distal end of instrumentation 400.

Instrumentation 400 includes proximal handle and

actuator components 410 (which always remain outside

the body of the patient) , and elongated, catheter-like,

distal components 420 (which are insertable into blood

vessels of the patient to reach the patient's right

atrium and ultimately the coronary sinus) . Extreme

distal portions 422 and 424 may have the ability to

achieve the depicted curvature (s) , which facilitate

getting the structure into the coronary sinus and



aiming the distal end toward particular tissue

structures into which it is desired for anchor 110 to

be driven. In particular, catheter system 400 is

preferably steerable, with handle component 412 being

rotatable relative to main handle component 410 to

activate an articulating tip on the distal end of the

catheter. The compound curve of portions 422 and 424

facilitates access to the coronary sinus and aides in

positioning of the distal anchor. FIG. 4 shows

collar 120 being releasably held on the distal end of

instrumentation 400 by snap-fit tabs 426. FIG. 4 also

shows how the distal end 302 of tether 300 loops

through an aperture in collar 120 to secure those two

elements together. Catheter 420 has two parallel

lumens . A smaller side lumen is the one through which

tether structure 300 passes. The larger main lumen 428

is used later for passage therethrough of

instrumentation for delivering and driving anchor 110.

[0042] FIG. 5 shows an illustrative embodiment of

distal collar structure 120 together with tether 300,

and with a proximal extension 310 of the tether.

Whereas tether 300 can be made of braided polyester

cord, the major portion 314 of proximal extension can

be made of catheter guide wire material such as nitinol

wire. The implant cord can be spliced on itself to

retain collar 120. The implant cord can be reflowed

onto the nitinol guidewire in region 312, thereby

maintaining a low profile and high tensile strength in

the transition from polyester cord to nitinol wire ,

Note that the proximal end of guide wire 314 remains

outside the patient at all times. The nitinol

guidewire can therefore be used to facilitate rapid

exchange of various delivery catheters . The proximal



end of guide wire 314 may include a small rounded bead

or ball 316 to facilitate smooth introduction of other

apparatus over guide wire 314. The implant cord is

preferably a braided bi-component polyester, meaning

that the yarns have a core material that is coated with

another material . These two materials may be

chemically the same. However they are processed such

that the melt temperature of the two is different.

During reflow, the outer coating melts, but the core

yarn does not. This yields desirable properties such

as high tensile strength, open porosity, yarn-to-yarn

adhesion, and yarn-to-nitinol adhesion. This prevents

braids from splaying or coming apart. It also provides

extra strength to splice joints and reflow joints.

[0043] FIG. 6 shows an illustrative embodiment of

apparatus 500 that can be used to deliver distal

anchor 110 into the patient, through distal collar 120,

and into tissue of the patient beneath collar 120.

This is done via the main lumen 428 of

instrumentation 400, which is still in place in the

patient at this time. Instrumentation 500 includes a

proximal handle /actuator portion 510, which always

remains outside the patient. Instrumentation 500

further includes a distal, catheter- like portion 520,

to which anchor 110 is releasably attached at the

extreme distal end. FIG. 7 shows details of the

releasable attachment of anchor 110 to structure 520.

FIG. 8 shows some interior components of this

apparatus. As can be seen in these FIGS., anchor 110

is held on the end of structure 520 by T-shaped

projections 522 from structure 520 into C-shaped

recesses 114 in the head region of anchor 110 .

Anchor 110 is basically hollow and cylinder- like, but



with a hollow, helical thread portion 116 extending in

the distal direction. Inside anchor 110 is another

cylindrical member or tube 530, to which a wire 540 is

attached. Cylinder 530 is relatively short and is

axially movable relative to anchor 110. Wire 540

extends from cylinder 530 in the proximal direction all

the way out of the patient (see FIG. 6 ) .

Projections 522 are resiliently biased to deflect

radially inwardly out of recesses 114 . This inward

deflection of projections 522 is initially prevented by

the presence of cylinder 530 inside anchor 110 adjacent

to projections 522. Note that with projections 522 in

recesses 114, torque can be transmitted from

instrumentation 500 to anchor 110 to drive the anchor

into tissue. As anchor 110 goes into tissue, tissue

inside the hollow anchor gradually pushes cylinder 530

in the proximal direction relative to the anchor. This

shifting of cylinder 530 can be viewed (e.g.,

radiologically) as an indication that anchor 110 is

successfully penetrating tissue or has successfully

penetrated tissue to the desired degree. Proximal

shifting of cylinder 530 also increases the proximal

projection of the proximal end of wire 540 from the

rest of instrumentation 500. This can be another way

that penetration of tissue by anchor 110 can be

monitored.

[0044] When anchor 110 has penetrated tissue to the

desired degree, wire 540 can be used to pull

cylinder 530 proximally even farther. In particular,

cylinder 530 can now be pulled proximally beyond the

vicinity of projections 522. This allows

projections 522 to deflect radially inward, thereby

releasing anchor 110 from instrumentation 500.



[0045] The drive shaft 520 for driving anchor 110 is

preferably extremely flexible and able to transmit

torque to allow the rotation of anchor 110 into tissue

through a tortuous path. This can be accomplished

through the use of very dense or high pic count braid

and coil structures in the construction of the shaft.

As has been said, drive shaft 520 fits inside the

steerable delivery catheter 400 used for placement of

collar 120. Engagement members 522 can be made of a

highly elastic (possibly shape-memory) material such as

nitinol. Indicator 530 can be made of a dense material

such as platinum.

[0046] After anchor 110 has been driven and released

from instrumentation 500, that instrumentation can be

pulled out of the patient. Another elongated member

(not shown) can then be inserted through lumen 428 to

push anchor 110 and collar 120 off the distal end of

instrumentation 400. That pusher and instrumentation

400 can then be pulled proximally out of the patient.

[0047] FIG. 9 shows the distal portion of

illustrative instrumentation 600 for delivering distal

bushing 130 and sleeve 140 into the patient.

Instrumentation 600 includes three concentric catheter-

like elements 610, 620, and 630. Elements 610, 620,

and 630 are all slidable axially relative to one

another. Inner-most catheter 610 is a hollow tube that

fits loosely around tether 300. Accordingly,

instrumentation 600, with elements 130 and 140 loaded

into it, can be passed into the patient by using the

tether structure like a guide wire. The distal portion

of catheter 610 passes coaxially through sleeve 140 and

into bushing 130 with a relatively loose fit. The

distal end of catheter 620 remains proximal of the



proximal end of sleeve 140 and can be used to abut the

proximal end of the sleeve. The distal end of catheter

630 initially fits over everything else that is shown

in FIG. 9 .

[0048] As the distal end of the PIG. 9 apparatus

approaches already- implanted distal anchor 110 and

collar 120 (i.e., by passing along tether structure

300) , outer catheter 620 may be pulled back proximal Iy

to expose the extreme distal portion 132 of bushing

130. This allows that portion of bushing 130 to pass

through the aperture 124 in collar 120 (see FIGS. 1 and

2 ) . Inner catheter 610 should also not extend so far

into bushing 120 at this time that it interferes with

entry of bushing portion 132 through aperture 124.

[0049] After bushing portion 132 has reached the

condition relative to collar 120 that is shown in

FIGS. 1 and 2 , catheter 610, 620, and 630 can be

shifted axially relative to one another to push

elements 130 and 140 off of catheter 610 and out of

catheter 630. Basically this is done by pushing

distally on catheter 620 and proximally retracting

catheters 610 and 630. During this procedure, the

distal end of catheter 620 abuts the proximal end of

sleeve 140 and keeps elements 130 and 140 in place

while catheters 610 and 630 are being proximally

withdrawn. After elements 130 and 140 are thus off and

out of instrumentation 600, that instrumentation can be

withdrawn from the patient.

[0050] As was mentioned earlier, sleeve 140 is

preferably a member that reduces possible stress on the

tissue adjacent to the implant cord 300 by increasing

the surface area and distributing the load over a

larger area. Sleeve 140 can be constructed in many



ways, including but not limited to: surgical pledget

cloth, tubing sections made from metal or polymers, or

braided structures of metal or polymers. The presently

preferred practice includes a loosely woven structure

that shortens and increases in diameter as it is

compressed. This structure allows for easy delivery

and maintains total coverage of implant cord 300

through a range of cinch distances.

[0051] The next step is to deliver and implant

proximal anchor 210 and collar 220. Illustrative

instrumentation 700 for delivering collar 220 into the

patient is shown in FIGS. 10 and 11. Instrumentation

700 can be somewhat like above -described

instrumentation 400, and so the description of

instrumentation 700 can be somewhat abbreviated.

Instrumentation 700 has a main lumen 730, via which

anchor 210 will be later delivered, and a side lumen

740 that is the lumen through which the proximal

portion of tether structure 300 passes. The proximal

portion of tether structure 300 also passes through the

aperture 224 in collar 220. Collar 220 can be

releasably (e.g., snap-fit) retained on the distal end

of instrumentation 700 in the same way that collar 120

is releasably retained on the distal end of

instrumentation 400. Instrumentation 700 is preferably

another steerable delivery system. For example, this

system may have an articulating distal tip 722 inside

of a telescoping passive curve that allows for

positioning the proximal collar 220 and later the

proximal anchor 210. Thus the distal portion 722 of

instrumentation 700 may be capable of achieving a

curvature like that shown in FIG. 10 to facilitate

positioning against tissue at a desired location in the



patient. For example, this may be a particular

location on the wall of the right atrium outside the

ostium of the coronary sinus.

[0052] When collar 220 on instrumentation 700 is in

the patient against tissue at the desired location,

proximal anchor 210 may be delivered into the patient

via the main lumen 730 of instrumentation 700. This

may be done using another instance of instrumentation

like that shown in FIGS. 6-8 (but with anchor- feature

reference numbers 110, 112, 114, and 116 changed to

210, 212, 214, and 216, respectively, to account for

the fact that the apparatus is now being used for

proximal anchor 210 rather than distal anchor 110) . In

this way, proximal anchor 210 is driven through

collar 220 and rotationally threaded into the patient's

tissue at the desired location.

[0053] After anchor 210 has been driven as described

above, it is released from the instrumentation that was

used to deliver and drive it, and that instrumentation

can be withdrawn from the patient. Anchor 210 and

collar 220 can be released from instrumentation 700 in

a manner similar to the release of anchor 110 and

collar 120 from instrumentation 400. Instrumentation

700 can then also be withdrawn from the patient.

[0054] The next step is to deliver proximal bushing

230 and cinch 240 into the patient. FIG. 12 shows an

illustrative embodiment of instrumentation 800 for

doing this. In particular, instrumentation 800 has a

catheter- like distal portion in which bushing 230 and

cinch 240 are loaded. This apparatus is fed into the

patient with the proximal portion of tether structure

300 passing through the center of elements 23 0 , 240,

and 800. When bushing 230 reaches collar 220, the



distal portion 232 of the bushing passes through the

aperture 224 in the collar as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 .

The distal end of an outer catheter 810 of

instrumentation 800 may be retracted proximally

sufficiently to permit this (e.g., as in FIG. 12). The

portions 244 and 246 of cinch 240 that are resiliently

biased to deflect inwardly (as described earlier in

this specification) are prevented from doing so by-

virtue of the fact that the cinch is initially disposed

around an inner catheter structure 820 of

instrumentation 800 (see FIG. 13) . The distal end of

inner catheter 820 may also abut the proximal end of

bushing 230 at this time.

[0055] It is now possible to change or adjust the

spacing between implanted tissue anchor structures 100

and 200. For example, this spacing can be reduced by

pulling proximally on the proximal end of tether

structure 300 while pushing distally on inner catheter

820, or by any other combination of manipulations of

these elements that causes inner catheter 820 to move

distally relative to tether structure 300. Because

distal tissue anchor 100 is secured to tether 300, and

proximal tissue anchor 200 can be pushed in the distal

direction relative to anchor 100 by inner catheter 820,

the distance between anchors 100 and 200 can be

decreased by the above -described relative motions of

elements 300 and 820. If, after anchors 100 and 200

have been moved toward one another, it is found that

they are too close, some or all of their movement

toward one another can be undone by simply removing

some or all of the force that was used to move them

together. The natural resilience of the tissue will

cause them to move apart again. Adjustments of this



kind can be made until the desired effect on the tissue

is achieved. (Cinch 240 is, of course, not yet in

engagement with tether 300, and so it does not yet

inhibit- motion of anchors 100 and 200 either toward or

away from one another at this time.)

[0056] When implanted tissue anchors 100 and 200 are

at the desired spacing from one another, cinch 240 can

be deployed onto tether 300 to permanently maintain

that spacing. This can be done by pulling back on

catheter 820, while holding cinch 240 in position by-

means of another catheter (not visible in FIG. 13) .

This other catheter is concentrically disposed between

catheters 810 and 820, and its distal end abuts the

proximal end of cinch 240 during its use to hold

cinch 240 in position as described in the preceding

sentence. The condition of cinch 240 after it has thus

been removed from catheter 240 is shown in FIG. 14.

(FIG. 14 shows only deployed cinch 240, and omits

tether 300, which, of course, passes coaxially through

the center of the cinch and is now engaged by the

cinch.) Cinch 240 is resiliently biased to go to the

FIG. 14 condition. It will be apparent from FIG. 14

how deployed cinch 240 engages the tether 300 that

passes coaxially through it. Details of this

engagement are described earlier in this specification.

Cinch 240 can be made of any suitable, highly elastic

and/or shape-memory material such as nitinol.

[0057] FIG. 15 shows additional aspects of an

illustrative construction of instrumentation 800 that

can be provided to facilitate the operations that have

just been described. The handle portion 840 (which

always remains outside the patient's body) includes a

main portion 842 and three separately rotatable



actuators 844, 846, and 848. Actuator 844 is rotatable

to selectively lock component 845 onto an adjacent

portion of tether structure 300. After that locking

connection has been made, actuator 846 can be rotated

to selectively shift component 845 (and therefore

tether structure 300) in the proximal direction. (Such

proximal motion can be wholly or partly undone, if

desired, by rotating actuator 846 in the opposite

direction.) The amount of motion of tether 300 can be

observed by observing the change in distance between

actuators 844 and 846 (i.e., the length of component

845 that is exposed) . When the desired spacing between

anchor structure 100 and 200 has been achieved,

actuator 848 can be rotated to retract catheter 820 and

thereby deploy cinch 240 onto tether structure 300.

[0058] After cinch structure 240 has been deployed

onto tether 300 as described above, the grip of

instrumentation 800 on the tether structure can be

released (by appropriate rotation of actuator 844) , and

instrumentation 800 can be removed from the patient.

[0059] The next step is to sever the excess of

tether structure 300 that is proximal of cinch

structure 240 and to remove that excess tether

structure from the patient. FIGS. 16 and 17 show an

illustrative embodiment of instrumentation 900 for

doing this. Instrumentation 900 includes an inner

catheter- like component 910 and an outer catheter-like

component 920. These two catheter-like components are

axially slidable relative to one another, and each has

a proximal handle portion (912 and 922, respectively)

that remains outside the patient's body at all times.

The distal end of inner catheter 910 is sharpened to

produce a circular cutter blade 914 . The distal



portion of outer catheter 920 has an opening 924 on one

of its sides. Distally beyond cutter blade 912 and

aperture 924, outer catheter 920 provides an anvil

surface 926 that faces toward cutter blade 914.

[0060] To use instrumentation 900, outer catheter

920 is first inserted into the patient along tether

structure 300. Tether structure 300 can be routed in

either of two ways relative to outer catheter 920. One

possible routing is for the tether structure to enter

the distal-most opening 928 in outer catheter 920, to

come out of side opening 924, and to then pass along

the outside of the proximal remainder of catheter 920.

The other possible routing is for tether structure 300

to pass along the outside of the extreme distal portion

of catheter 920, to enter side opening 924, and to then

pass along the inside of the proximal remainder of

catheter 920.

[0061] After catheter 920 has been inserted into the

patient until its distal end is at the desired location

proximal of cinch structure 240, inner catheter 910 can

be inserted into the outer catheter. If the latter of

the above-mentioned routings of tether structure 300

has been used, then inner catheter 910 is inserted into

outer catheter 920 around the tether structure. It

will be apparent from the foregoing that either of the

above-mentioned routings of tether structure 300 causes

that structure to pass between cutter blade 914 and

anvil surface 926. Accordingly, when cutter blade 914

is forced against the anvil surface (possibly with

rotation of the cutter blade to facilitate cutting) ,

cutter blade 914 cuts through tether structure 300

proximal of cinch structure 240. Instrumentation 900

and the portion of tether structure 300 proximal of the



cut that has been made in it can now be withdrawn from

the patient. This leaves behind in the patient only

the implanted structure (basically what is shown in

FIG. 2 , but with cinch 240 collapsed onto tether 300).

[0062] FIGS. 18 and 19 are provided to illustrate

how aspects of the invention help to keep the

longitudinal axes 111 and 211 of anchors n o and 210

transverse to the longitudinal axis of tether 300 even

when tether 300 is tensioned to pull anchors 110 and

210 together. The various elements shown in FIGS. 18

and 19 are greatly simplified, and indeed each anchor

and its associated collar are combined into one element

(e.g., 110/120 or 210/220). In FIG. 18 the arrows 300

indicate the force on each anchor structure 100 or 200

due to tension in the tether 300 between the anchor

structures. Reference number 10 denotes the patient's

body tissue into which anchor structures 100 and 200

have been driven {through the surface 12 of that

tissue) . FIG. 19 shows that the tendency of tether

tension force 300 is to tip anchors 110 and 210 toward

one another. However, FIG. 19 also shows that as this

happens, each bushing 130 or 230 begins to exert a

counteracting moment on the associated anchor. In the

case of anchor 110, for example, this moment is due to

the force couple 113/115 (force 113 pulling up on the

side of anchor 110 toward tether 300, and force 115

pushing down on the side of anchor 110 remote from

tether 300) . While force 300 is trying to incline

anchor 110 toward anchor 210, moment or force couple

113/115 is trying to tip anchor 110 back in the

opposite direction. Accordingly, anchor 110 may

incline somewhat toward anchor 210, but then oppositely

directed moment 113/115 becomes great enough to prevent



further tipping of the anchor. Although anchor 110 may

not remain completely perpendicular to the longitudinal

axis of tether 300, its longitudinal axis 111 does

remain transverse to the tether axis. The above-

described moment 113/115 helps prevent anchor 110 from

responding to tether tension by becoming aligned with

the tether axis. Anchor 110 is better at holding the

tissue 10 (into which it was initially driven

transverse to the tether axis) to the extent that it

can remain transverse to the tether axis (and therefore

the axis of tether tension) , The structure of this

invention helps anchor 110 remain transverse to the

tether axis as described above. Anchor 210 behaves

similarly in response to the similar force couple

213/215 acting on it as shown in FIG. 19.

[0063] FIG. 20 is a schematic depiction of a section

through a patient 's heart at approximately the level of

the mitral valve annulus (MVA) looking down on the

leaflets of the mitral valve (MV) , and also showing the

right atrium (RA) and the tricuspid valve (TV) . The

leaflets of the mitral valve are the anterior leaflet A

and the posterior leaflet having three portions Pl, P2,

and P3. FIG. 20 further shows the approximate

locations of the coronary sinus ostium CSO; the right

atrium RA outside the CSO; and the coronary sinus CS

extending from the CSO, along the posterior side of the

valve, and toward the P3 portion of the posterior valve

leaflet. FIG. 20 still further shows the circumflex

artery (CFA) and the approximate point CFAX at which

the circumflex artery crosses under the coronary sinus

CS. Also shown in FIG. 20 are approximate preferred

locations for distal anchor 100 and proximal anchor

200. In particular, distal anchor 100 is preferably



located in the coronary sinus proximal to the

circumflex artery crossing CFAX. (Proximal to the

circumflex artery crossing means between the CFAX and

the coronary sinus ostium CSO.) This distal anchor

location is preferred so that the implant of this

invention does not have a constricting effect on the

circumflex artery. Proximal anchor 200 is preferably

located in the right atrium RA between the coronary

sinus ostium CSO and the tricuspid valve annulus (TVA) .

Although not shown in FIG. 20, it will be understood

that anchors 100 and 200 are connected together by the

tether structure shown in earlier FIGS. Other

considerations that can be applied to the location

and/or orientation of anchors 100 and 200 are taught in

the two prior patent applications that are mentioned

earlier in this specification. For example, these

other considerations may relate to what tissue the

anchors are driven into and/or how the proximal anchor

200 is spaced or displaced from the approximate plane

of the mitral valve annulus MVA.

[0064] The second of the two above-mentioned prior

published patent applications shows embodiments in

which four screw- type tissue anchor structures are used

(instead of only two as in the embodiments that are the

subject of FIGS. 1-17 herein) . It will be appreciated

that principles of the present invention are equally

applicable to embodiments with more than two anchors

(e.g., to four-anchor embodiments).

[0065] It will be understood that the foregoing is

only illustrative of the principles of the invention,

and that various modifications can be made by those

skilled in the art without departing from the scope and

spirit of the invention. For example, the particular



shapes that are shown for various components are only

illustrative in some respects, and other shapes can be

used instead if desired. As another example of

modifications within the scope of the invention, use of

the invention to shorten a portion of the mitral valve

annulus is only illustrative of how the invention can

be used, and it can alternatively be applied to

shortening the distance between two areas in soft body

tissue at other locations inside a patient's body. For

example, it may be usable inside a ventricle of a

patient 's heart to reshape the ventricle .



The Invention Claimed Is :

1 . Apparatus for use in shortening the

length of a section of a patient's mitral valve annulus

comprising:

a first anchor structure for attaching

to tissue adjacent a first point along the annulus;

a second anchor structure for attaching

to tissue adjacent a second point along the annulus;

a tether structure of adjustable length

between the first and second anchor structures; and

a sleeve structure around the tether

structure between the first and second anchor

structures .

2 . The apparatus defined in claim 1 wherein

the sleeve structure is resiliently biased to extend

between the first and second anchor structures

throughout all adjustment of the length of the tether

structure.

3 . The apparatus defined in claim 1 wherein

the sleeve structure includes at least one

radiologically visible marker.

4 . The apparatus defined in claim 3 wherein

the sleeve structure includes a radiologically visible

marker adjacent each of its ends.

5 . The apparatus defined in claim 1

wherein, along at least most of its length, the sleeve

structure fits loosely around the tether structure.

6 . The apparatus defined in claim 1 wherein

the sleeve structure effectively increases diameter of



the tether structure, thereby reducing tether structure

pressure on tissue adjacent the tether structure.

7. The apparatus defined in claim 6 wherein

any shortening of the sleeve structure increases

diameter of the sleeve structure and thereby further

reduces the tether structure pressure on tissue

adjacent the tether structure.

8. A tissue anchor assembly for penetrating

a surface of a tissue structure and thereafter being

usable to apply a force to the tissue structure

substantially parallel to the surface comprising:

an anchor structure for entering the

tissue substantially perpendicular to the surface;

a collar structure around a head of the

anchor structure and having an apertured section that

stands up from the head of the anchor structure;

a flexible tether member attached to the

collar structure for use in applying force

substantially parallel to the surface; and

a substantially rigid bushing structure

around a portion of the tether member and passing

through an aperture in the apertured section for

resisting any tendency of the anchor structure to tip

toward axial alignment with the force applied by the

tether member.

9. The assembly defined in claim 8 wherein

the collar structure is rotatable about a longitudinal

axis of the anchor structure.

10. The assembly defined in claim 9 wherein

the tether member is attached to the collar structure



at a predetermined point around a periphery of the

collar structure.

11. The assembly defined in claim 10 wherein

the apertured section is adjacent the predetermined

point .

12. The assembly defined in claim 11 wherein

the bushing structure extends from adjacent the

predetermined point substantially across the head of

the anchor structure and in close proximity thereto.

13. The assembly defined in claim 8 further

comprising:

a sleeve member around the tether member

and extending away from the bushing structure along the

tether member.

14 . The assembly defined in claim 13 wherein

the sleeve member is connected to the bushing

structure.

15 . The assembly defined in claim 13 wherein

the sleeve member fits loosely around the tether

member .

16. The assembly defined in claim 15 wherein

the sleeve member is elastically compressible length¬

wise of the tether member .

17. The assembly defined in claim 13 further

comprising:

a radiologically visible marker on the

sleeve member.



18 . A tissue anchor assembly for penetrating

a surface of a tissue structure and thereafter being

usable to apply a force to the tissue structure

substantially parallel to the surface comprising:

an anchor structure for entering the

tissue substantially perpendicular to the surface:

a collar structure around a head of the

anchor structure and having an apertured section that

stands up from the head of the anchor structure;

a substantially rigid bushing structure

insertable part way through an aperture in the

apertured section;

a tether member passing through the

bushing structure; and

a cinch structure for selectively

engaging the tether member and thereby transmitting

force substantially parallel to the surface from the

tether member to the bushing, collar, and anchor

structures, engagement of the bushing structure and the

aperture resisting any tendency of the anchor structure

to tip toward alignment with the force applied by the

tether member.

19. The assembly defined in claim 18 wherein

the collar structure is rotatable about a longitudinal

axis of the anchor structure.

20. The assembly defined in claim 18 wherein

the bushing structure extends across a head of the

anchor structure and in close proximity thereto.

21. The assembly defined in claim 18 wherein

the cinch structure is connected to the bushing

structure.



22 . The assembly defined in claim 18

wherein, in use, the tether member extends from the

cinch structure, through the bushing structure, to

another tissue anchorage that is spaced along the

surface from the tissue anchor structure.

23. The assembly defined in claim 22 the

tissue anchorage.

24. The assembly defined in claim 23 wherein

the sleeve structure fits loosely around the tether

structure.

25. The assembly defined in claim 24 wherein

the sleeve structure has a length that elastically

conforms to changes in spacing between the tissue

anchor structure and the tissue anchorage, whereby the

sleeve structure substantially always covers

substantially the entire tether member between the

tissue anchor structure and the tissue anchorage.

26. The assembly defined in claim 23 further

comprising:

a radiologically visible marker on the

sleeve structure.
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